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NOMENCLATURE 
A a real matrix 
a one half the length of p la te 
a. coefficients associated with the in-plane displacement u 
B a column matrix 
"b one half the width of p la te 
"b. coefficients associated with the in-plane displacement v 
c . . . c . . , coefficients used in the nonlinear equations 
i j i^k 
c. ., , coefficients used in the nonlinear equations 
c. coefficients associated with the out-of-plane 
1 displacement w 
D f iexural r i g i d i t y of the p la te 
d. coefficients associated with the i n i t i a l out-of-plane 
imperfection 
E Young*s modulus 
e. e. constants 
' 1 
F. a real function 
f. a real function 
l 
G. function of x._ and xr 
1 5 .  • • o 
g. g. constants 
H a critical load parameter 
h thickness of the plate 
i an integer 
C
_l




k an integer 
I an integer 
M , M 
x • y 
bending moments 
m an integer 
N , N in-plane normal stresses in the x direction x ' x * 
N , N in-plane normal stresses in the y direction 
y * y 
S j N in-plane shear stresses 
xy' xy 
p, p. constants 
p an integer 
q an integer 
r aspect r a t i o of p la te 
U s t r a i n energy due to in-plane forces 
U s t r a i n energy due to bending and twist ing moment* 
B 
u, u displacements in the x d i rec t ion 
u, out-of-plane displacement 
Up out-of-plane displacement 
v, v, v* displacements in the y d i rec t ion 
w, "w displacements in the z d i rec t ion 
initial imperfection 
column matrix of the unknowns 
coordinate axis 
coefficients of the displacement functions 
coordinate axis 
vertical coordinate axis 




a perturbation parameter 
normal strain quantities 
normal strain quantities 
a nondimentionalization parameter associated with 
a point about which an expansion is made 
prescribed end loading 
incremental loading 
strain in the direction of loading 
Poisson's rat io 
solution vector 
elements of solution vector 
to ta l potential energy 
X 
x y normal s t resses 
$ Airy-Stress function 
0 deflect ion functions associated with w 
i 
X deflection functions associated with u 
i 
Y. ' deflection functions associated with v 
Q po t en t i a l of external loads 
SUMMARY 
The objective of the investigation was to study the effect 
of imperfection on the coupling behavior of a compressed elastic 
plate which develops moderately large deflections. The procedure 
used was to form the associated total potential energy functional for 
this problem and to then use the Ritz method to obtain a system of 
nonlinear algebraic equations. A perturbation solution procedure was 
then used to solve the algebraic equations. 
Results for different initial imperfection configurations 
and plate length to width ratios were used to examine changes in 




Thin p la tes have been used as s t ruc tu ra l elements in the hul ls 
of ships, the outer skins of airplane wings, and many other systems 
because of t h e i r many unique p roper t i es . They can, serve t h e i r intended 
purpose wel l even af te r buckling has occurred. Unlike some other 
s t ruc tu ra l members, the inevi table i n i t i a l imperfections tha t are 
inherent with man-made products do not reduce the a b i l i t y of the p la te 
to carry continuousiy increasing loads. This i s a qual i ty which is; 
technical ly referred t o as imperfect ion- insensi t iv i ty . 
The e l a s t i c s t a b i l i t y of p la tes has been studied very thoroughly 
since about I89O. Early work was concerned with determinations of the 
buckling load of p la tes with various types of loads and boundary condi-
t i o n s . The behavior of p la tes for loads exceeding the buckling lds^d — 
the so cal led postbuckling range— has only been examined in d e t a i l 
during the past forty years . Recently a number of researchers have made 
de ta i led studies of the nonlinear postbuckling problem. Notable ajnong 
these invest igators are Koiter [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] , Stein [^ ,5 ] , Hlavacek [ 6 ] , 
Augusti [ 7 ] , Chilver [8] and Supple [9 ,10,11,12] . 
Koiter [ l , 2 ] was one of the e a r l i e s t invest igators who formu-
la ted a general theory of the s t a b i l i t y of nonlinear s t r u c t u r a l systems. 
However, h is work remained dormant for some time because it. was o r i g i -
nal ly wr i t ten in Dutch and was published during the Second World War. 
2 
Stein [U] sought to explain the phenomenon of changes in the 
buckle pattern by choosing as his model a symmetric, three-element 
column restrained by nonlinear springs. The springs simulate the 
nonlinear characteristics of plates in the postbuckling range. He then 
studied the stability of this system for both the controlled-loading 
and controlled-end shortening types of load application. He concluded 
that for initially perfect specimens, intersections between curves for 
various equilibrium configurations lead to changes in buckle patterns, 
and that the load at which a change in buckle pattern occurs is 
independent of the type of loading, i.e., rigid or soft systems. 
Augusti [7] and Hlavacek [6] made postbuckling behavior studies 
of various structural systems and their work was published only a 
decade ago. 
Chilver [8] later studied a model with two degrees of freedom 
and concluded that when eigenvalues corresponding to two modes of 
buckling are equal, or nearly so, elastic postbuckling of the system 
can involve coupling between the modes.; Supple1 s studies [11,12] were 
based on the assumption that the behavior of a plate can be approximated 
as a two-degree-of- freedom system. He categorized structural systems 
according to the type of coupled and uncoupled postbuckling modal 
behavior which could be developed. He also included the effect of 
imperfection in his work. 
In one of his papers Supple [12] analyzed a rectangular plate 
with constant in-plane compressive forces at the opposite ends. He used 
von Karman's large deflection equations involving the out-of-plane 
deflection function of position w(x,y), and initial imperfection 
3 
w (x,y) and a s t ress function §:(x,y). Using two-degrees-of-freedom 
for w, he developed an approximate solut ion of these equations through 
a Galerkin solution procedure. He obtained two nonlinear algebraic 
equations, and these , he solved by an elimination technique. 
In the present work a rectangular p la te i s loaded with a 
prescribed end displacement, and the unknowns are taken as the three 
displacement functions u (x ,y ) , v (x ,y ) , w(x,y) (the njirperfection 
function w (x,y) being prescr ibed) . An approximate solut ion is then 
i n i t i a t e d by the select ion of s ix displacement functions (two each for 
i 
u, v, w) which sa t i s fy a l l the prescribed boundary condit ions. These 
functions, which provide s ix degrees of freedom, are used as a basis for 
a di rect va r i a t iona l solut ion; i . e . , the t o t a l po t en t i a l energy function-
a l i s minimized, as in the Ritz procedure, and a system of nonlinea.r 
algebraic equations i s obtained. A perturbat ion method i s then developed 
and used to obtain solutions for various imperfections and aspect I 'a t ios; 
i . e . , the length to width ra t ios of plate.. 
A comparison of methods indicates tha t in Supple*s procedure, 
the s t ress function, $ (x ,y ) , must be computed af te r the solut ion for 
"w(x,y). In the present work the solut ion for u, v and w are 
obtained simultaneously. Further, the algebraic procedure of Supple 
would become d i f f i cu l t t o use i f the number of degrees of freedom or 
approximation functions were increased. The d i f f i cu l ty of t h e , 
per turbat ion procedure developed here, on the other hand, would not 
computationally increase appreciably. 
F ina l ly , in using von Karman equations in Supple's approach to 
obtain s t r e s s e s , $(x,y) must be d i f ferent ia ted twice. They may 
h 
introduce some problems with accuracy. In the present formulation the 
s t ress and s t r a i n quant i t ies are computed by d i f fe rent ia t ing the d i s -
placement functions once. 
The objective of t h i s thes i s was to develop the solution 
technique outlined above and to ; u se - i t t o invest igate postbuckling 
behavior in p l a t e s . Par t icu lar emphasis i s placed on an invest igat ion 
of the behavior pat terns developed for various combinations of i n i t i a l 
imperfection and p la te aspect r a t i o s . 
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CHAPTER II 
FORMJIATION OF THE PROBIEM 
The problem of buckling and postbuckling of a plate may be 
formulated in terms of the middle surface displacement functions. In 
Cartesian coordinates these may be represented as u, v and w for 
displacements in the x, y and z directions, respectively. Each 
displacement function depends on the independent variables x and y. 
One method of determining u, v and w is to develop a solution 
procedure which makes use of a functional whose extremum yields the 
governing differential equations of the problem. The appropriate 
functional for the given problem can be identified as the total poten-
tial energy which will be designated as II in this thesis. 
II is composed of two parts. One part is the internal potential 
or the strain energy, U ,. of the plate, and it is developed by the 
in-plane membrane stresses, the internal bending moments, and the 
twisting moments. 
The second part of the functional II is the external potential, 
Q , which is associated with the applied edge tractions or the so called 
prescribed edge loadings. The two potential functions are related to 
n through the expression TT = U + fi. However, in the present work 
edge displacements rather than edge tractions are specified so the 
external potential CI = 0. 
The component of U due to the middle surface stretching may 
6 
' * ': . —O -tO -O 
be expressed in terms of the^membrane'stresses N > N and N r , 
I x y xy 
and the middle surface strain components e , e and y . 
x . • y ' *y 
These in turn may be defined through the s t r a i n displacement re la t ions 
given in Vol ,mir [13] as 
5° „ au.+ i [ i _ ( 5 + *)f - | & )
2 (ii-i) 
5-g**£fe•#-*£)' <«> 
.0 = as + a£ + _L (^ + - ) ^ j^- + -) ( I I_3) 
dy dx < dx. dy 
dw 3w 
o o 
• I I I I M • • • " ' • ' -
dx By 
where the function w i s the i n i t i a l out-of-plane imperfection and 
w is the addi t ional e l a s t i c deflect ion as seen in Figure I I - l . 
The membrane s t r a i n energy developed in the l inear ly e l a s t i c 
i so t rop ic , homogeneous p la te according; t o [lk~\ may be wr i t ten as 
2 2 
U° = \ I J («° l° + f e"° + N° Y° )dxdy l'H-4) 
2 J^ J a \ x x y y xy xy/ ^ ' ' 





O ^ ,^>^ <D 
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' *> x?y 
Figure II-l. Deflected Configuration 
Prescribed Uniform 
Edge Displacements 
v* at y = ± a 
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(e° + vc°) 
\ x y / (H-5) 
8° 
y i - v
2 v y ^ 
( I I - 6 ) 
5° = - S L _ - o 
xy 2 ( i + v ) xy (H-7) 
The s t r a i n energy due t o "bending and t w i s t i n g of t h e p l a t e i n F igure 
I I - 2 i s , according t o [ l ^ ] 
2 
+ SL-
U, • i ' j B 2 oy a dx (H-8) 
- 2 ( l - v ) 
r ^ 2 " s 2 ~ o w o w 
dx dy~ 




12 ( W " ) 
( I I - 9 ) 
The t o t a l p o t e n t i a l energy i s t h e n 




The equa t ion for II must, of course , be expressed i n terms of 
u , v and w. This i s accomplished by use of Hooke's law and t h e s t r a i n 
displacement r e l a t i o n s i n Equat ion ( I I - U ) . (See Appendix A fo r t he form 
of n . ) 
The f i r s t v a r i a t i o n of the t o t a l p o t e n t i a l energy f u n c t i o n a l II 
g ives t h e s t a t i c equ i l i b r ium equa t ions of an ijrrperfect p l a t e sub jec t 
t o t he in -p l ane edge displacements fo r moderately l a r g e t r a n s v e r s e 
d e f l e c t i o n s . The problem s e l e c t e d fo r a n a l y s i s here i s shown i n t he 
Figure I I - 2 . The boundary cond i t ions axe as fo l lows : The p l a t e i s 
simply supported on a l l edges so t h a t 
/ a 2 - a 2 - x 
w = 0 , M = D ( - — +- v —~j = 0 a t x = ± 
x V N - 2 - V - 2 / 
ox oy 
/ a 2 - h2-, 
w = 0 , M = D, f^-f,+ v —|J = 0 at y = ± 
y S dy 2 Bx2 / 
( I l - l l a ) 
In a d d i t i o n 
v = - M-a on y = + a 
v = '+ |ia on y = - a 
u = 0 on y = ± a ( i l - l l b ) 
v = |iy on x = ± b 
u = 0 on x = ± b 
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Note that u = 0 on y = ± a i s not the only possible condition. 
N = 0 at y - ± a i s another p o s s i b i l i t y . As seen from the r e l a t ion 
N = 0 / - ,^ , \ Y evaluated at y = ± a xy 2(l+v) xy 
-o I Eh ras ^ av _, a f- _,- A -a / - ^ - \ ^ o ^V" 
N - TT7TT r̂ — + — + — I w +w J — (w + wj- • = 0 
X y | - = ± a 2(1*>) L3- 3 - d - y G ^ U y « • 3 y
J l y = ± a . 
where 
\ - dw -*-
ov q ow . , - , 
— = = — = 0 at y = ± a 
dx dx • dx 




y = ± a 
- o 
would be a consequence of N = 0. 
xy 
This alternative set of conditions could be expected to provide 
results different from those presented in this investigation. 
For convenience the variables in the problem have been non-
dimensionalized in accordance with the following definitions: 
x y w u v 
x = - , y = £ , ir.= j , . u - ^ , v = ^ 
where 7] was l a t e r decided to equal "a" for convenience. 
n 
If the plate has a prescribed initial imperfection, which is 
symmetric with respect to the x and the y axis, then at the early 
stages of the application of a loading symmetric with respect to the 
x and the y axis, the plate would be expected to deflect in such a 
way as to preserve the general shape of the initial imperfection. This 
is illustrated in Figure II-3. 
However, if the plate has a prescribed initial imperfection, 
which is symmetric with respect to the y axis and antisymmetric with 
respect to the x axis as seen in Figure II-4, then upon the application 
of symmetric loading, it would "begin to deflect in the same shape as the 
initial imperfection with increasing amplitude, 
When the plate deflects, two symmetrically equidistant points 
from the y axis will initially move in opposite directions parallel 
to the x axis. Therefore, u must be an odd function of x and an 
even function of y so as to be compatible with the deformation of the 
symmetric structure under the symmetric loading. However, u is adso 
allowed to possess a second component which is odd in y to account for 
the possible deformation of the structure of Figure 11-^. 
Likewise, two equidistant points from the x axis will move in 
opposite directions parallel to the y axis upon the application of 
symmetric loading on the structure. Thus, the v displacement is 
chosen such that it is odd in y and even in x. 
Finally, the functions representing the transverse displacements 
w are chosen to represent the deflection configurations as depicted in 




Figure II-3« A Symmetric Mode 
z,w i 
x,u 
Figure I I - 4 . An Antisymmetric Mode 
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For d i r e c t v a r i a t i o n a l s o l u t i o n procedure f u n c t i o n s , u , v and 
w can now "be chosen as fo l lows . 
u (x ,y ) = £ a i x i ( x J y ) (11-12) 
a s i n rrx cos ^L + a s i n rrx s i n rry 
v ( x , y ) = £ b ± ^ ( x , y ) - .wr ( H - 1 3 ) 
TTX TTX 
= "b1 cos -—• s i n Try + "b cos -r- s i n 2 Try - |j,y 
w(x,y) = £ c.,0., (x ,y) (11-14) 
rrx rry , rrx 
= c_ cos — cos -p*- + Cp cos — s i n Try 
w (x,y) = Y d 0 (x,y) '(U-15) 
O Lmi 1 1 
TTX rry , n TTX 
d 1 cos — cos -~- + dp cos -=- s i n Try 
ik 
In Equation (11-13), |i = — is the constant compressive s t r a i n 
a 
in the y direction, and a., b. and c. are nondimensionalized. 
1 1 1 
An approximate solut ion may now be developed by use of the 
Ritz procedure. This i s accomplished by rendering the functional n 
s ta t ionary with respect t o the coefficients of the expressions for 
u, v and w (see Appendix B). This operation produces a system of 
nonlinear algebraic equations in the coefficients a , a , b_, b , 
c and c . I t may be noted here tha t the l a t t e r are redefined in 
terms of the quant i t ies x , , x , x , x, , x and X/- respect ively, 
for convenience in the computer programming (see r e su l t s in Appendix c) . 
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CHAPTER III 
NUMERICAL METHODS OF SOLUTION 
Introduction 
There is a wide variety of problems in mechanics for which 
elementary methods of solution are not applicable. Difficulties arise, 
for example, for problems in which the governing equations are nonlinear 
in nature, or the variables are intertwined such that a coupled or an 
implicit form of representation is encountered. 
Recently, some numerical techniques that were suggested several 
decades ago have been applied with a certain measure of success due to 
great advances made in the high speed computers. An example involves 
the use of iterative schemes of solution wherein an attempt is made to 
develop a scheme in which trial solutions are systematically improved in 
successive application. Naturally 3 some assurance that the end result is 
converging to the correct solution is 2*e quired. 
Iterative schemes have been used to develop solutions to systems 
of nonlinear algebraic equations, so it was logical to consider an 
application in the studies described here. The results of an evaluation 
of this method are presented in the section which follows. 
An alternative method for developing solutions t° nonlineai* 
equations of the type encountered here can be based on the use of 
perturbation techniques. An application of this method yields a system 
of linear simultaneous equations whose solution may be obtained by 
l£ 
elementary methods. The development of a perturbat ion method for the 
problem of in te res t in t h i s d i s se r t a t ion i s described in t h i s chapter. 
Let the system of nonlinear Equations (C-l) t o (C-6) of 
Appendix C he represented "by 
f l ( x l > x2> ' x 6 } = 0 
f2^x l ' "' x6^ = ° 
f 3 (x x , , xg) = 0 
( I I I -1) 
V * l ' . - - - , x 6 ) = 0 
f5^xl' ' ' x6^ = ° 
f 6 ( x l> - - - - - - > *g> = 0 
involving s ix r e a l functions of the s ix r e a l variables x.,, x ? , x^, 
x. , X(_, X/-. Using the notat ion 
= [xi'x2' ' xel (m-2) 
l e t us write 
f±(X) = f ^ , x 2 , - - - , x 6 ) , i = 1, 2, . . . 6 (III-3) 
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Now l e t 
8 "[<!'• 5 2 'V ; - S 6] (I11-^ 
"be a solution of ( i l l - l ) ; that is 
f±(H) = 0 (IH-5) 
Now rearrange the original: system; (ir i«l) such that 
x 1 =F i (X) (III-6) 
juiplies 
f.(X) = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 (III-7) 
« J • -
In particular, let 
l± = ^ ( 2 ) . 
Starting with the vector 
T 
Xo=[ X10' X20' »30' V - - X 6 o ] ( l n - 8 ) 
as a first approximation to H , and substituting it into F.,(x), 
we find a new x11 from (III-6) which leads to the new vector 
I x , XpQ,' x_0, x. Q, x^0 I . Substituting this new vector into Fp(X) 
18 
we get the vector 
Lxn> x 2 i ' ^ o * ••••• •' x6oJ • 
This procedure may "be continued u n t i l 
X 01 LX11> X2V *31» xkl' X 5 1 ' X 6 l J 
i s obtained. That i s , the most recently computed elements of the 
solut ion vector are always used in evaluating the F . . 
A suff icient condition for convergence [15]' i s t h a t , i f there 
ex is t s a region E described by 
x. - l | * Y , 
<J j 
and for X in E, there i s a posi t ive number Q < 1 , such tha t 
6 
Yi^i® 
La dx )  
j - l : • J 
* £ < 1 > (111-9) 
then, if the starting vector X lies in R, this method converges to 
the solution of the system (ill-l); that is 
lim X = E (ill-no) 
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The particular system of Equations (lll-l) is such that some 
of the coefficients of the independent variables are functions of the 
strain factor n- and, as n- changes, the entire system (lll-l) changes. 
To investigate the use of this solution procedure, it was 
applied to a nonlinear plate problem for which the exact solution Ll6] 
could "be obtained. The problem consisted of a plate with 
a = 2.92"' 
b = 2.92" 
h = 0.112" 
dx = 0.01 
d2 = 0.0 
6 
E = .kh x 10 psi (Plexiglas) 
Initially the program was started with 11 = 0.000U and 
X = I 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.008, 0.0 I . Iterations were run for k 
varying from 1 to kO unti l a final value of X, was obtained such that 
X0U0 " "̂ÔQ < ^ x "L0"" This degree of accuracy was very satisfactory 
for a range of X values encountered. Next a new value of |j._ = u + 
0.000005 was assumed along with XQUQ a s the new starting point and 
kO new iterations were run and the process continued. 
The method outlined was successful over the range of 11 values 
less than 11 . However, as the nonlinearities due to large deflection 
theory began to be more pronounced, the computer results started to 
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deviate from the true path and continued to give values of X that 
resembled the solution one would obtain by using small deflection theory 
as seen in Figure III-l. At this stage the increments in |j. were 
reduced from 0.000005 to 0.000001. This produced improved values of X 
and results adhered to the exact solution over a slightly larger interval. 
It then flattened out and diverged again. It was obvious that some of 
the partialis in Equation (HI-9). were becoming so large that the 
convergence criterion was not met and so the values of X diverged 
rapidly. 
Another attempt to remedy this difficulty was to redefine the 
nondimensional variables so that the absolute values of the first 
partials of F.(X) with respect to x. were reduced to meet the 
requirement that 
6 
I ax. * C * 1 . 
This was not successful; i . e . , the curve never rose above the |j. 
cr 
boundary. Because of these results, the iterative scheme was abandoned 
and a perturbation technique which is described in the next section was 
developed. 
A Perturbation Procedure 
In the perturbat ion method the independent var iables x.., x p , x , 
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Figure I I I - l . S t r a i n Versus Transverse Def l ec t ion 
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the perturbation parameter; tha t i s , 
. o F5 -
x. = x. ' + ex. •+ e ;x.^ •+ . . . e<rx.._. ( i l l - l l ) 
1 10 l l i 2 15 
or 
5 
x. = / e ^ 
k=o 
*-.£ 
where the perturbation parameter is chosen to be e = \i — \i (The 
l-L is a point around which a Taylor series expansion is made. Note 
that the series is truncated after six terms. ) 
It is important to observe that for the indicated expansions to 
be valid, all derivatives of the functions x. with respect to (J, 
1. 
must be bounded. By way of analogy, the function f(x) = x2 cannot, 
for example, be expanded in powers of x about x = 0. For most of the 
studies described herein on Imperfect plates, this requirement was 
satisfied. In cases where it was not satisfied, an alternative solution 
procedure was used. This issue is discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter IV. 
The system of nonlinear equations is then rewritten in terras 
of the sum above. Next the values of x„ are determined by collecting 
the like powers of e's in the following manner 
a j o e ° + V6 + Q j 2 e 2 + a j 3 e 3 + • • • a j 5 € ; 5 = °> d = 1 , . . . ,6 (111-12) 
2 3 
where the a - k ' s are functions of x.,
 f s . Since e, e , e J e t c . are 
l inea r ly independent, i t follows tha t 
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" j o - ^ l " ^ - ^ " - " ^ " 0 ( m - 1 3 ) 
This requirement yields a set of linear inhomogeneous equations in x« 
which can he solved "by known "linear algebra" techniques. 
In the indicated manner each of the six nonlinear equations is 
successfully reduced to a system of equations as shown in Appendix D. 
Writing these in matrix form, we first start by using u = 0.0, and 
xo " ho' xao' V xto' V *6o] = [°» °» °> °» °» °] 
and solve 
B n = BiX (iii-HO 
for X._, where the real matrix A is given in Appendix D. 
This provides the solution for 
11" LXir X21> X31' Xkl> ^l'^lJ ' Xil 
These values, in turn, can be used to express B.p in terms of known 
quantities in the equation. 
AX^ =B • (HI-15) 
and the values of X.p determined. This procedure is continued until 
all X.. are calculated. 
2h 
The procedure outlined provides a descript ion of the variable 
x. in terms of the end-shortening variable | i . Although the resul t ing 
expressions could, in theory, be used to describe the en t i re range of 
the behavior of i n t e r e s t , i t early became clear tha t t h i s would require 
a very large number of terms in the sum of Equation ( i l l - l l ) . To avoid 
t h i s , the solut ion about u. = 0 was used to obtain a continued 
' ^o 
solution about a small value of 14, > 0. In Equation ( i l l -11) the values 
of x. correspond to the values obtained from the solut ion about 
10 x 
|JL> = 0 evaluated at |ju > 0. The process described above was then o o 
repeated to generate a solution about the new value of 11 . 
By the method of solut ion used, the functions x. were developed 
in the segment fashion indicated. The size of the segments w i l l be 
noted for each of the solutions obtained. Note tha t within each seigment, 
a sum of s ix terms was used. 
To check the perturbat ion procedure^ the problem ci ted e a r l i e r 
(see Figure I I I - l ) was analyzed by use of the perturbat ion method. 
Results for solutions expanded about s ix values of M- (s ix segments) 
are presented in Figure I I I - l . 
The functions were f i r s t expanded about u. = 0 . 0 and the 
f i r s t port ion of the curve was observed to coincide with the t rue curve 
for a l l values of [i < 0.0005. To provide an accurate continuation 
the function was expanded about \i> = 0.000^ for the second segment. 
The computer was then allowed to calculate u n t i l M- = 0.0006 was 
reached. A new expansion of the function was developed and a new 
segment of the curve was obtained u n t i l (i = 0.0008. This expansion 
procedure was then repeated three more t imes . In Figure I I I - l , 
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therefore , we see s ix segments of a curve tha t coincide with the t rue 
curve. 
The f ina l program was wri t ten such tha t |i. ' _ increments were 
reduced to 0.000005 so as t o obtain unquestionably precise values of 
X for our f ina l p l o t s . Note t h i s i s subs tant ia l ly smaller than the 
increments used for the resu l t s presented in Figure I I I - l . 
In Figure I I I -2 a comparison i s made between a s ix term 
expansion and a four term expansion of x. (refer t o Equation I I I - l l ) . 
The increments in |i were the same. Obviously, even using a r e l a t i ve ly 
small scale one can detect a d iv ia t ion of the four term expansion from 
the s ix term expansion. The s i x term approximation with increments of 
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Figure III-2. Strain Versus Transverse Deflection 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
Buckling Analysis 
The buckling load, or the c r i t i c a l end shortening s t r a i n |j. 
of a hinged f l a t rectangular p la te may "be determined by performing a 
l inear s t a b i l i t y analys is . The r e su l t s of t h i s analysis may be 
summarized by p lo ts of k( r ) versus the aspect r a t i o r as used in 
the equation \i = TT h x.(r)/k8b , (For the derivat ion of k( r ) see 
Appendix F.) 
In Figure IV-1, m = 1 corresponds t o a deflect ion mode with 
a one half -s ine wave in the y d i rec t ion and one hal f -s ine wave in the 
x d i rec t ion of Figure I I - 2 . In the present work t h i s mode i s ident i f ied 
as the var iable x^. Likewise m = 2 corresponds t o a deflect ion mode 
with a two half-s ine wave in the y dii^ection and a one hal f -s ine wave 
in the x d i rec t ion . In the present work t h i s mode i s ident i f ied as the 
variable x^-. A p la te with an aspect 2*atio r = - r . w i l l buckle in a 
half -s ine wave configuration (m = l ) because the associated curve 
provides the smallest value of k ( r ) . The s t r a i n at which t h i s buckling 
o o P 
w i l l occur w i l l be p.- = TT IT k(r 1 ) /^8b ' . On the other hand, i f r = r p , 
i t would appear tha t the p la te may buckle in the y d i rec t ion in e i the r 
a hal f -s ine wave, two half -s ine waves, or some coupled combination 
under the c r i t i c a l load, 
k(r) = (n£)l 
'(«• i) 
m = 1 




2.3561 ^ 4 ? ^ ^ 
Figure IV-1. Buckling Parameter Versus Aspect Ratio 
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If the given plate has an,aspect ratio r = r.~, then it will 
"buckle in a two half-sine wave configuration, "because the curve corre-
sponding to r^ has m = 2. 
Summarizing, the linearized plate "behavior may "be deduced "by 
reference to the portion of curve which is appropriate for the given 
aspect ratio r. These results are valid only if the plate is perfectly 
flat and only the value of |i is obtained; i.e., the value of strain 
at which a "bifurcation from the flat form "becomes possible. 
Posfrbuckling Analysis 
Stipple [ll] first considered perfect systems whose deformation 
may "be completely described "by two generalized coordinates u_ and u 
and whose fundamental equilibrium path is coincident with the load axis, 
i.e., u_ = 0 and Up = 0. This means there will "be no nonzero u, 
and Up values until departures from the fundamental state occur at 
points of "bifurcation (See Figures IV«̂ 2 and IV-3 for the perfect case. 
Note that his u, corresponds to x- and u to x>.,; and the load 
variable A corresponds to p. in the; present work.) 
Supple started,his analysis "by expressing the total potential 
energy V of the system as an even function of u, and up. He also 
introduced the effect of initial imperfections e and e associated 
with u, and Up respectively, such that when the loading A is zero 
u = e and up = e 9 and expressed the total potential energy of 
* Note that his £]_ and $2. correspond to dj_ and d2 respectively 
of the present work with the modification that in the latter the 
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the imperfect structural system in a region about A = A "by defining 
a new variable, A. , such that A = A + A.c He then expressed V in 
a power series in the variables u^, u , :e_, e and A.. By truncating 
the series and setting dv/du_ and d'V/dup to zero, he obtained two 
simultanedus equations which defined the "state of static equilibrium. 
The resulting approximate equilibrium equations were presented in the 
form 
v»'i + Z ( v i m ul + 3Vii22 V S + x v l i u i " ° ( w-x ) 
V2e„ £2 + S (V2222 U l + 3V1122 V 2 )
 + (X " AX)V22 U2 = ° ^ 
where V00 
A\ = - - - ^ 
V22 
Note tha t a numerical subscript on V denotes p a r t i a l 
d i f fe ren t ia t ion with respect to the generalized coordinate, a subscript 
e . ( i = 1,2) on V denotes p a r t i a l d i f fe ren t ia t ion with respect t o 
e. and a prime on V represents p a r t i a l d i f fe ren t ia t ion with respect 
t o A. Al l derivat ives were evaluated at A = A , and u = u = 
« 1 - . 2 - . o . 
The Perfect Systems 
The postbuckling behavior of the perfect systems can be studied 
by setting e = e = 0 in the Equations (lV-1)and (1V-2). They then 
reduce to the form 
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ul Lel ul + sl "4 " X plJ = ° -(IV-3) 
U2 [e2 Ul + S2 U2 " X P2 + ̂ J = ° (r/-̂ ) 
where e., g. and p. are resulting quantities which are functions 
of the derivatives of V. 
Equations (IV-3) and (lV-4) have a geometric interpretations; 
i.e., in a u ', up and A (A = A + X) space, these equations represent 
curved surfaces. If uncoupled behavior such that up = 0 and u.. r 0 
occurs, then a nontrivial solution is generated from Equation (IV-3). 
e± u| - X p 1 = 0 (lV-5) 
geometrically t h i s i s the t race of the corresponding surface on the 
A - u., plane of Figure 17-2. 
Similarly, i f u_ = 0. . and u f 0, a non t r iv ia l solut ion is 
generated from Equation (lV-lf) as • 
l2 u^ - X p 2 + p 3 = 0 (IV-6) 
This is the trace pictured in Figure IVr-3. It should be observed that 
this latter state may not be stable. 
If both u., r 0 and up f 0, the nontrivial state will be 
coupled; i.e., both Equations (IV-3) and (IV-4) must be satisfied. In 
geometric terms, this coupled solution would correspond to the 
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intersection of the two surfaces(defined by Equations (lV-3) and (l\M+). 
It would, then, be a space curve. 
Clearly, graphical representation of uncoupled states is easily 
depicted. Coupled, on the other hand, are not easily visualized in 
graphic form. Some of the features can be examined, however, by 
i' 
considering projections of the space curve on the coordinate planeis. 
Supple, for example, has considered projections on the u- - up plane, 
and he has developed a c lass i f i ca t ion scheme for the various types 
of behavior which may be encountered. Mathematically, t h i s procedure 
maybe developed by eliminating X from Equations (lV-3) and (lV-4). 
The resu l t ing equation in u_ and up may then be ident i f ied as the 
project ion of the space curve on the IL, - up plane. 
After the perfect s t ructure buckles and enters the postbuckling 
s t a t e , such tha t u., ^ 0, then the bracketed quantity of Equation (lV-3) 
must be zero; tha t i s 
e l u l + g l U2 ' X P l = ° ( l V " 7 ) 
Similarly if the structure buckles such that up ^ 0, then from 
Equation (IV-^) obviously 
'2 ' e. u\ + g2 u^ - X p 2 + p = 0 (iy-8) 
Elimination of X from Equations (lV-7) and (lV-8) r e su l t s in 
3^ 
x • i (ei 4 + «i $ = it (e2 4 + % 4+ %) ^:w-9) Pj_ \ J. 1 "I 2/ p 2 
which after rearranging w i l l y i s ld 
(PT e i " £ ea) *i + & g i " £ %) u2 " S = ° (W"1D) ^ ± p 2 <y j . \p.j_ • l P 2 ~ 2 / 2 . p, 
Defining 
and 
* f r e i - s : e2)> (""^ " P l ^ P2 
= ( p T « i - ^ g 2 ) ^ > ip x ~ i p 2 
P = r 2 ( I M 3 ) 
p2 
Equation (lV-10) can he expressed simply as 
- 2 - 2 -
e ux + g u2 = p (nr-ih) 
If the structure analyzed is such that the constants 
e, g and p are positive, then the postbuckling behavior of the 
structure depicted on the u, - up plane will be an ellipse shown as 
type Iy in Figure IW-k. 
If e rO, g = 0 and p = 0 the resulting equation represents 
the u_ axis (u.. = 0 ) . 
Similarly, if e = 0, g ^ 0 and p = 0 the resulting equation 
Stable Equilibrium1 Path .Unstable Equilibrium Path 
u, u, u„ u„ 
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Structural Systems with Imperfections ep 
(After Supple [ll].) 
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represents the u.. axis (u = 0). These latter two possibilities are 
depicted as type II in Figure T\f-k, 
Another possibility is when e > 0, g < 0 and p > 0; 
then a hyperbola crossing the u, axis will appear on the u ' - up 
plane. If the structure is such that e < 0, g > 0 and p > 0 
the hyperbola crosses the u~ axis; the last two cases are shown in 
types' III and IV in Figure IW-k. 
Summarizing these observations, Supple categorized four types 
of perfect structures whose postbuckling behavior can be traced on the 
u., - Up plane as shown; in Figure IV-4,. Note that the solid lines 
were found to represent stable branches, while the dashed lines represent 
unstable ones. 
The loaded structure may pass through three possible stages as 
follows: 
a) Upon the application of the load, the variable A starts 
from zero and increases positively until the value A = A , at which 
point the first bifurcation point is reached. Throughout this inc2*ease, 
the structure exhibits a response for which u., = u = 0 as seen in 
Figure IV-2. In Figure IV-^ this corresponds to the point on the 
origin indicating the so called fundamental state. 
b) As the load increases the structure buckles. For example, 
if u, r 0 and up = 0 (a so called primary, uncoupled mode of 
buckling) the resulting behavior is depicted in Figure IV-^ by the solid 
line along the u, axis „ 
c) For loads greater than A , there can exist other stable 
equilibrium branches which corresponds to a secondary mode of buckling 
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as seen On the up axis of types I and IV of Figure TV-k. Note that 
these are not directly accessible from the primary mode:. 
Imperfect Systems 
When initial imperfections e and e are present in the 
system, then the behavior of the structure will be governed by the 
Equations (IV-l) and (lV-2). 
As for perfect systems both uncoupled and coupled behavior is 
possible. For example, uncoupled responses can develop for either 
e V 0, e = 0 and Up = 0 or e. = 0, e ^ 0 and u.. = 0. These 
are depicted in Figures XV-2 and XV-3> respectively. 
For coupled behavior it is again convenient to represent the 
behavior on a u. versus Up plot, That is, the projection of the 
intersection of the surfaces described by Equations (IV-l) and (lV-2). 
Cases of basic interest and those for which e r o, e_ - 0 , u.. r 0, 
and u r 0, or alternatively, e = 0, e r 0, u ^ 0 and u ^ 0, 
The variety of possibilities for imperfect systems which 
correspond to the perfect, types of Figure IV-̂ l are shown in Figures 
IV-5 and IV-6. An examination of these graphs reveals that stable 
bifurcation from an uncoupled equilibrium branch to a coupled branch 
can occur in each of the four types depicted in Figure IV-6* Such 
bifurcations are not observed in the cases presented in Figure IV-!?. 
The difference in the behaviors noted above may be related to 
the nature of the imperfection. Two possibilities may occur. 
a) The uncoupled behavior is developed (for example, with 
e i1 0, e = 0, u, ^ 0 and up = 0) in cases for which deflection 
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occurs in the lower mode. That is, the buckling load for the mode 
associated with u.. is smaller than that for u?. Figure IV-5 depicts 
this type of behavior. Note that the coupled branches are not accessible 
from the natural loading path. 
b) The uncoupled behavior is developed (for example, with 
e = 0, eo ^ °> u r = ° an(i Up ^ °) i-11 cases for which deflection 
occurs in the upper mode. That is, the buckling load for the mode 
associated with u is greater than that for u.,. Figure IV-6 depicts 
the type of behavior for this case. Note that bifurcation from the 
natural loading path leads to coirpled behavior. 
The various cases treated in the previous sections were for 
ideal structures; either they were perfect, i.e., e., = 0, e = 0 or 
selectively allowed to possess a prescribed imperfection such that either 
e_^ 0 and e?'•= 0 or e = 0 and e- M 0. In real systems, however, 
an ideal structure with no imperfection would be impossible. In fact, 
it is realistic to expect that components of both modes of imperfection 
would be present in the given structure simultaneously. One component 
may be small, but it is unlikely to be completely absent. Consequently, 
the emphasis in the work described here was devoted to the analysis of 
those types of structures for which both imperfections e and e0 
are present in varying degrees. 
Presentation of Results 
Analytical Alternatives 
The imperfect plate problems considered here (see Figure II-2) 
with d.. r0 and cL f 0 were solved entirely by the use of the 
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perturbat ion technique described in Chapter I I I , where a l l s ix variables 
x1, x , .... , x, were expanded as powers of e = p, - |j, , and the s ix 
nonlinear equations were reduced to a system of l inear equations. 
For the specia l cases of imperfection with d, ^ 0 and d = 0 
or with d, = 0 and d_ ^ 0 , however, the perturbat ion technique was 
found t o be inapplicable. The reason being; the transverse deflect ion 
X/- , for example, was expressed in powers of e . Consequently, the 
derivat ives of x^ with respect t o e had to be f i n i t e for the 
expansion to be va l id . This requirement was not, of course, s a t i s f i ed 
for t h e p e r f e c t system a t a p o i n t of b i f u r c a t i o n . I t was a l s o not 
sa t i s f i ed for a case when bifurcat ion from an uncoupled, upper mode 
t o a coupled behavior occurred. In t h i s l a t t e r case, only an imper-
fect ion of the upper mode form was, of course, present . 
To eliminate these d i f f i c u l t i e s , an algebraic procedure, s imilar 
t o tha t used by Supple was adopted. The solut ion of the problem then 
did not depend on the existence of the ci ted der iva t ives . 
An a l te rna t ive solut ion approach would appear t o be to express 
the displacements u and v in terms of w (see Appendix G), and 
then to solve the resul t ing p a r t i a l d i f f e ren t i a l equations. An 
examination of t h i s approach was made but since solut ion techniques 
could not be developed work was discontinued. 
The technique used eventually was, t o express the unknowns x.,, 
Xp, x._ and x> , the coefficients of the in-plane displacements, in 
terms of x^ and x^, the out-of-plane displacements. By t h i s 
procedure the s ix nonlinear equations in s ix unknowns were reduced to 
two nonlinear equations in the two unknowns x^ and nr* The procedure 
• • 5 •• © • • 
to. 
used i s described helow. 
The f i r s t four Equations (C-l) to (C-k) in Appendix C are l inear 
in x_, x , x_ and x, . They can, therefore , he eas i ly solved in terms 
of x and x,- through the use of Cramer*s rule to y ie ld the following: 
x l = x l ^ x 5 ' x(y 
X2 = X2^X53 x g ' 
(3V-15). 
XQ = Xo\Xc: ' X6 
xij. ~ XI).(X5' x 6 ' 
These, when subst i tu ted in Equations ('C-5) and (C-6) of Appendix C3, 
y ie ld 
^ 5 0 + ^C55M *5 + k13 X5 + k l 4 x6 + k l 5 *§
 X6 ^ ' ^ 
* k l 6 ^ | + k 1 7 x* + k l 8 x5 x* + k 1 9 «3 = 0 
and 
k21 x6 + ^C66M x6 + k22 x5 x6 + k23 4 x6 + k24 *6 = ° (l?"17) 
respectively, where the k. are functions of C. . ̂  , some of which 
contain the imperfection terms d1 and d^. 
kl 
The s t ra in .quant i ty |i in Equation (IV-1£) was then expressed 
in terms of the variables k . , x and x^ and when equated to the \i 
of the Equation (lV-17)j the resul t ing equation becomes 
k_x_ + k.x^ + k_x? + k, x_x;? + k ^ = 0 (BT-18) 
1 5 2 5 3 6 4 5 b 5 5 
Collecting l ike powers of x / , the l a t t e r becomes 
Hxt +S = 0 (^-19) 
where iL- and k are functions of x_, d.., d and all pertinent 
properties of the plate. 
Equation (lV-19) was then easily solved for x^ to yield 
(lV-20) 
where various values of x_, d_, d^, e t c . , were assumed and the coirre-
y 1 •• £ • 
sponding x> was evaluated. 
The Perfect Plate 
The plate stability problem analyzed here was described in 
Chapter II. The results of a linear buckling analysis of the problem 
are summarized in Figure. IV-1. In the discussion which follows, the 
mode associated with the lowest curve for a given aspect ratio will be 
described as the lower mode. The next higher curve will be described 
as the upper mode. 
k2 
For a perfect p la te whose aspect r a t i o r < 2,3561 the lower 
mode corresponds to m = 1 on the graph of Figure IV-1, and i t has a 
ha l t - s ine wave deflected shape in the d i rec t ion of loading. 
The upper mode of the same p la te has a two half-s ine wave 
configuration corresponding to m = 2. The corresponding c r i t i c a l load 
depends on the k(r..) of the upper curve,,. 
If, on the other hand the aspect r a t i o has a value 3.129 :> r~ > 
2.3561, (see Figure IV-l) then the lower mode of buckling of the p la te 
i s given by m = 2, and hence the lower mode w i l l be a two half-s ine 
wave configuration. The upper mode w i l l be given by e i ther m = 1 
or m = 3 . 
The s t r a i n p. versus the transverse deflection curves of a 
perfect p la te are shown in Figures IV-7 and IV-8. 
If the form of presentat ion used by Supple (see Figure IV-^) i s 
u t i l i z e d here, the resu l t s of the current studies can be presented as 
shown in Figures IV-9 and IV-10., The curves representing coupled behavior 
( i . e . , both x,- ^ 0 and X/ / 0) have been obtained by the algebraic 
elimination technique described previously in t h i s chapter. 
In Figure IV-9? which i s for r < 2.3561, the t race of the 
loading path i s represented by the heavy l ine coinciding with the x 
-* 
ax i s . This, of course, i s an uncoupled behavior in the lower mode. 
* An e l a s t i c modulus of E = 10.5 x 10 p s i (Aluminum) and a Poisson's 
r a t i o of v = 0.3 were used for a l l of the computations described in 
t h i s sect ion. 
Perfect 
First Bifurcation Point 
Imperfect 
^ to, d2 = 0 
-»- x_ 
Figure IV-7. Equilibrium Branches in p. - x,̂  Plane 
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Figure IV-10. x^ Versuis x,_ Diagram for Perfect Plate with r = 3 4=-
VJl 
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Another equilibrium branch for this perfect structure is a 
hyperboilic curve bifurcating from the x^ axis [ll]. However, this 
branch is not stable and it is not accessible from the lower mode 
(x._ axis) under natural loading conditions. In terms of the classifi-
5 • 
cation scheme proposed by Supple [ l l ] , the resu l t s presented here for 
r•'< 2.3561 corresponds t o the type IV behavior shown in Figure 3TV-U. 
If the aspect r a t i o of the p la te i s 3.129 > ' r > 2.3561 then the 
t race of the loading path i s represented by the heavy l ine coinciding 
with the x> ax i s . This, obviously is an uncoupled behavior in the 
lower mode as seen in Figure IV-10. 
The other equilibrium branch for the p la te whose 3-129 > r > 
2.3561 i s the curve bifurcat ing from the x_. ax i s . This coupled branch 
z> 
however, i s not a s table one, and is not accessible from the lower mode 
(x/- axis) under natura l loading conditions. Relating to Suppled 
c lass i f i ca t ion scheme i t also corresponds t o the type IV behavior shown 
in Figure IV-6. 
In conclusion, the stable equilibrium branch of the perfect 
p la te studied Will be uncoupled. The unstable equilibrium branch 
however? w i l l be coupled. The l a t t e r w i l l bifurcate from the x^ axis 
i f r < 2.3561, and from the x5 axis i f 3.129 > > > 2.3561. 
* Note tha t Supple uses Ug exclusively t o designate the upper mode. 
ile therefore uses u^ for the lower mode. Consequently, his U/? 
corresponds to Xc, and h is u, corresponds to xg in the present work 
for p la tes whose 3.129 > r > 2.3561. For r < 2.3561 the correspondance 
i s reversed. 
^7 
Imperfection In One Mode 
If the p la te has an imperfection of the form d, .^ 0 and 
dp - 0, then i t s compressive load-deflection "behavior w i l l "be different 
from tha t of the perfect case. 
For the type of imperfect ion c i ted above, a p la te with an 
r < 2.3561 w i l l immediately deflect in a one hal f -s ine configuration 
under the smallest compressive loading. This behavior i s exhibited in 
a \i versus x r e l a t ion in Figure IV-7. Using Supple1 s form of 
representat ion, the t race of the loading path w i l l be the heavy l ine 
coinciding with the x5 axis shown in Figure IV-11. This i s obviously 
an uncoupled behavior in the lower mode. 
Another equilibrium branch for t h i s type of iirperfection is the 
upper curve shown in Figure IV-11. Note tha t t h i s curve represents a 
coupled mode of def lect ion. The heavy port ion of the curve represents 
a s table configuration. This branch however, i s not accessible from 
the uncoupled one (x^ axis) under na tura l loading condit ions. In 
terms of S u p p l e 1 s [ l l ] c l ass i f i ca t ion scheme, the r e su l t s presented 
here for r < 2.3561 correspond to type IV behavior shown in Figure IV-^. 
As explained previously, i f a given f l a t p'late has an 
3.129 > r > 2.3561 then the lower mode of deflect ion w i l l be the two 
half -s ine -wave configuration. However, the p la te under consideration 
possesses an imperfection of the form d, 7f 0 and d? = 0, which i s of 
the same general shape as the upper mode of def lect ion. Consequently, 
at the i n i t i a l stages of loading, the p la te w i l l be biased to deflect 
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Figure IV-11. X/- Versus x_ Diagram for Imperfect Plate with r = 2 
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Using Supple* s scheme of representat ion, the loading path of 
• i • 
t h i s imperfect p la te w i l l i n i t i a l l y coincide with the x^ axis as : 
demonstrated by the heavy l ine in Figure IV-12. However, when a specif ic 
value of M- i s reached i t bifurcates into the coupled mode of behavior 
indicated. Another equilibrium branch representing a coupled mode, i s 
seen to bifurcate from the x^ ax i s . I t should be pointed out though, 
tha t t h i s i s an unstable branch. 
The two points on the x axis where bifurcat ion of the 
equilibrium branches takes place may be brought close t o each other u n t i l 
they coincide. This can be accomplished by holding r constant eit 3.0 
and increasing d-. t o 0.0105 as seen in Figure IV-13. This represents 
a t r i f u r cat ion condition where the behavior i s not unique. The p la te 
would have three possible equilibrium branches. However, i t may be 
expected t o follow a branch or branches which are s t ab le . 
For cer ta in values of r and d- the coupled equilibrium 
branches of Figure IV-12 may be joined into a single continuous curve 
detached from the -x- ax i s . This can be rea l ized by holding the aspect 
r a t i o constant and increasing the amplitude of imperfection. For 
example, i t was found tha t for r = 3 and d.. = 0.015 the coupled 
equilibrium branches jo in into the single continuous curve presented in 
Figure IV-1^. This behavior indicates tha t i t i s possible for the 
p la te to remain in the half -s ine wave mode i f the d-. imperfection is 
suff ic ient ly l a rge . .Clearly then, the existence of a bi furcat ion response 
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A review of the case for which d, = 0 and dp ^ 0 revea,ls 
tha t although the behavior described above may be observed, the de ta i l s 
are reversed. That i s , b ifurcat ion from an uncoupled path occurs below 
a c r i t i c a l value of aspect r a t i o as seen in Figures 17-15 and -17-16. 
Summarizing, a coupled mode of deflection of an imperfect p la te 
for which d.. ^ 0, dp = 0 and r < 2.3561 w i l l not develop by 
bifurcat ion from the na tura l loading path (see the uncoupled mode in 
Figure 17-11). However, under sui table combinations of imperfection 
and aspect r a t i o 3«129 > r > 2.3561, b i furcat ion from an uncoupled mode 
i s poss ib le . 
Imperfection In Two Modes 
The systems discussed previously have e i the r been perfect or had 
a prescribed imperfection in one mode. The modal composition character-
i s t i c s of these ideal ized s t ructures subjected to compressive loads were 
studied in d e t a i l . 
In t h i s section systems possessing a more general form of imper-
fection w i l l be analyzed and discussed. To invest igate the behavior of 
such systems, p la tes with imperfections of t ^ f 0 and d? f 0 
are considered. By including both imperfections simultaneously, a more 
r e a l i s t i c model i s a t ta ined . One component may be small, but i t i s not 
l ike ly t o be completely absent. The objective of t h i s work then, i s to 
study the various deflection responses of such s t ructures under various 
combinations of the aspect r a t i o , and differ ing amplitudes of imperfec-
t i o n . For a l l of the resu l t s presented in t h i s section on the cases of 
dn 7̂  0 and dQ / 0 the per turbat ionmet hod described previously was 
5k 
X„ 
Figure IV-15. x̂- Versus x Diagram for 
Imperfect Plate with 
r :'< 2.3561, d1 = 0, d2 y 0 
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Figure IV-16. x̂ - Versus x Diagram for 
Imperfect Plate with 
3.129 > r. > 2.3561 
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used (see Chapter III). Note that for all of these computations six 
term approximations based on a n . increment of 5 x 10*" were used. 
It is clear that an imperfect plate of the type considered 
would undergo a transverse deflection upon the initial application of 
compressive loading. This is a contrast to the perfect case for which 
no deflection occurs prior to the attainment of the critical load. 
The behavior of interest was investigated by determining the 
effect of changes of the aspect ratio of a plate for a given set of 
initial imperfections. To this end, initial imperfections of d, = 0.01 
and dp = O.Ol were initially chosen, and the aspect ratio was varied 
between 1.0 and 3«0. The results of the calculations are presented in 
the x versus x̂- graph shown in Figure IV-17. 
Note that in all cases examined the behavior was coupled; i.e., 
as the load was applied,, the plate deflected such that both x 'TvO 
and X/ / o . The variation in behavior as r increases is interesting. 
For r = 1.0 the plate deflects primarily in a one half-sine mode. 
Though the two half-sine wave component is present, it is small and 
ultimately decreases as ji increases. This behavior is not surprising 
since r = 1.0 < 2.3561. 
Similar conclusions were reached by Shigeru Nakagiri [17] who 
studied square plates subjected to prescribed end loading. 
A plate with an aspect ratio s= 2„00 still exhibits a dominant 
x component. However, for r = 2.1 there is a dramatic change in 
the composition of the deflection pattern of the plate. In fact it 
may be seen that ultimately, loading increases are accompanied by 
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decreases in x ' component while X/- component continues to increase. 
The sudden .change in the modal composition can be i l l u s t r a t e d 
by plots of deflection along a longitudinal l ine in the p la te 
[w (0>y) + w(0 ,y) ] . Data corresponding to four stages of loading are 
shown in Figures IV-18 and IV-19. The f i r s t drawing in Figure IV-18 
demonstrates the unloaded (|i' = 0.00) s t a t e of the p la te with r = 2.0, 
&- = 0 .01 , d. = 0 .01 . The second and the th i rd cross-sections show the 
p la te under a loading of p. =0.00015 and [i = 0.00023 respect ively. 
I t can be shown tha t the p la te has almost equal amplitudes of one half-
s ine , and two half -s ine wave components present . These correspond to 
points p and q on the curves of Figure IV-17. As the loading ' |i 
increases, however, the x̂ . component becomes predominant, and at 
|A = 0.00035> the p la te shows very l i t t l e t race of the x,- component. 
Similar data for r = 2 .1 have been plot ted in Figure IV-19. 
A comparison of the resu l t s of Figures IV-18 and IV-19 reveals thai: for 
smaller \i, between 0.00 and 0.00023 the general deflected shape of 
the p la te with r = 2 .1 resembles strongly to the previous case (r == 2 .0 ) . 
As the loading |i is : increased from Q.00023 to 0.00035, however, the 
p la te changes i t s shape quite suddenly. The x - component i s decreased 
arid the x>- component becomes dominant. Thus, for a given imperfection, 
a very small^change in r can resu l t in d ras t i c changes in the 
deflected shape as loading proceeds. 
A measure of the "suddenness" of the changes in the coupled modes 
Of these p la tes for various aspect r a t io s may also be defined with the 
help of Figure IV-20. To f a c i l i t a t e the discussion, the new parameter 
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x + x , i s introduced. This provides a measure of the "overall" 
deflection magnitude of the p la te in terms of the components x_ or 
/ / g 2 
x,-. Now, formation of the r a t i o x / A x + x^ gives an indicat ion 
of the content of the mode x,_. Note tha t the r a t i o x,_ IA x + x^ < 1 
when coupling i s present . 
f rr~-—2 
In Figure IV-20 a plot of x / A x + x^ versus the aspect 
r a t i o r i s shown for different values of JJ,. Hie curve with a moderate 
slope throughout corresponds to y, =0.00015. This indicates tha t as the aspect r a t i o i s increased from r = 1.  t o r = 3 , the x I A x + x . 
quantity reduces a t a small r a t e ; i . e . , the p la te exhibi ts a coupled 
mode of deflect ion in which the half-s ine wave mode i s larger throughout. 
(The r a t i o i s greater than 0.6 in the given range.) 
The curve corresponding to p, = 0.00023 (M* = O.OOO233655 i s the 
c r i t i c a l s t r a i n of a f l a t p la te with r = 2) shows tha t the change in the 
7 / 2 2 
x IA x + x̂ - quantity i s in the v i c i n i t y of r = 2. This indicates 
tha t as r var ies from I .5 t o 2 .5 , t he deflected shape of the p la te 
changes from a predominantly half-s ine wave configuration to a two half-
sine wave configuration. 
. The most dramatic change occurs under the loading |i = 0.00035, 
note the precipi tous drop of the curve for a small increase of the 
aspect r a t i o of 2 ,0 . 
The example i l l u s t r a t e d in the preceding was concerned with 
p la tes whose imperfections .••'.cL. and d0 were equal. Generally, a 
given p la te may well possess imperfections of varying orders of magnitude. 
To study such cases, calculat ions were made for p la tes whose 
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imperfections dn and dp were unequal. By holding a given set of 
imperfections constant and varying the aspect r a t i o the modal composi-
t i on was studied and graphs were drawn on the x - x^ plane seen in 
Figures IV-21 and IV-22. Note tha t in a l l of the cases studied, the 
behavior was coupled. 
In Figure IV-21 the imperfection d.. » dp . As a consequence, 
in the i n i t i a l stages of loading, the p la tes develop a modal composi-
t ion such tha t the x,_ mode (associated with the d-. imperfection) 
tends t o dominate for the: range 2 < r < 3 . The influence of the 
imperfec t ion d ' i s e s p e c i a l l y a p p r e c i a t e d i n t h e l i g h t of t h e modal 
composition of the p la te whose r = 2.55, where the x_ component 
dominates throughout. For at t h i s aspect r a t i o , the loading path of a 
corresponding f l a t p la te would coincide with the x,- ax i s . 
In Figure IV-21 there i s a separation of "behavior regions 
-* 
depicted by dashed curve which Supple has cal led the locus of 
imperfections [ l 2 ] . The curves tha t l i e above the separation ul t imately 
exhibit a dominant x,- component. I t also was found tha t numerically 
y y 
unstable r e su l t s were obtained in the v i c in i t y of the locus imper-
fec t ions . Note tha t t h i s type of behavior i s c lear ly described in 
Figure IV-20. 
* The dashed cuwe ; shown is not a resi i l t of computation. 
•** Within the range of values of aspect r a t i o where t r a n s i t i o n from 
dominance of one mode to another occurs, r e l a t ive ly large changes in 
Xi- or x> can be expected t o occur with a small increase in p/. 
rf follows tha t the derivatives of Xc or X/- with respect to M- would 
then be l a rge . I t i s not , then, surprising tha t numerical i n s t a b i l i -
t i es : are observed when computations within t h i s range are attempted 
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In Figure IV-22, the order of the imperfections is reversed, 
i.e., dp » d., and the locus of imperfections is biased towards the 
x,r axis. This indicates that at the initial stages of loading, the 
plates deflect and attain a modal shape with a more pronounced x,-
component. Here again, the importance of the imperfection should he 
emphasized vis a vis the modal composition of the plate whose r =: 1.95» 
This plate would have had a loading path coincident with the x._ axis, 
had it not "been for the presence of a dominant cL imperfection. 
In conclusion it would he plausible to expect that, at least 
in the initial stages of loading the modal composition of plates would 
he decided "by the preponderance of a particular form of imperfection. 
The observed sensitivity of modal composition to aspect ratio 
value is of interest in terms of its' possible implication in the 
interpretation of experimental results. In a plate experiment the 
control of the "boundary conditions is difficult. In fact development 
of uniform conditions of hinged edge support on four edges is very 
difficult to achieve. Further, as loading proceeds, and the plate 
deflects it is probable that the boundary conditions will "be altered 
from those present at the start of the test. If this occurs, the 
effective dimensions of the plate may be changed and this in turn 
means that the effective aspect ratio may change. Since a change of 
aspect ratio of the order of several percent may occur, it follows 
that sudden changes in modal compos it ion may occur if the init ial 
value of aspect ratio is close to a critical value(in Figure IV-20, 
the plate with d_ = dp = 0.01 has a critical value of r = 2.05). 
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Although there may be a temptation t o identify such an observed sudden 
change as a bifurcat ion behavior, t h i s would not, of course, be correc t . 
I t would, in the case ci ted be due t o changes in the boundary conditions, 
In the analysis of deflect ion of p la tes i t was observed t h a t , 
the imperfections d, and cL.' play a v i t a l ro le in the determination 
of the modal composition. Hence, in the subsequent pages, a t t en t ion i s 
focused upon the d i rec t effect of var ia t ions of imperfections on the 
deflect ion shapes of the p l a t e . 
To i so la te the problem from other considerations, the aspect 
r a t i o was held constant at r = 2 .0 . Variations of imperfection were 
assigned consistent ly by l e t t i n g d, = 0.01 throughout and changing 
dp from 0.001 to 0.05. The resu l t s of these calculations are presented 
in the Xj. versus x^ graph shown in Figure IV-23. 
Note again tha t in a l l of the cases studied, the behavior, was 
coupled. The var ia t ion in behavior as dp increases i s c lear . For 
d 1 = 0.01 and dp = 0 .001 the p la te deflects in a very pronounced 
one half -s ine wave shape as p- increases . This i s reasonable, since 
d, imperfection (a hal f -s ine wave shape) i s much larger than the dp 
(two half-s ine wave shape) imperfection. 
The p la te with a d 1 = 0.01 and d? = 0,01 s t i l l exhibi ts a 
dominant x,_ component. However, for d- ..= 0.01 and dp = 0.02 there 
i s an abrupt change in the composition of the deflect ion pa t te rn of the 
p l a t e . Examining the curves for d,== 0.01 and dp ^ 9
# 0 2 ^ i s <:Oear 
tha t loading increases are accompanied by ultimate decreases in the x 
component and increases of the x>^componentV This behavior indicates 
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Figure IV-23. Effect of Imperfection on x̂- Versus x 
Diagram for r = 2. 
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tha t i t i s possible for a p la te with r = 2 to develop a deflect ion 
configuration in which the two half-sirie wave mode dominates i f cL i s 
suff ic ient ly l a rge . The above numerical experiments emphasize aga.in the 
fact tha t the phenomenon of changes in deflect ion pa t t e rn depends not 
only on the aspect r a t i o , but a l i o upon the values of the imperfections. 
I t would also be in te res t ing to examine the effect of changes in 
the imperfections of a p la te whose aspect r a t i o > 2.35&1. To tha t end 
a study was conducted for a p la te for which r = 3.0, d., = 0.01 and 
dp = 0.05. Holding r and d., fixed the imperfection dp was 
reduced successively from 0.05 to zero. The resu l t s are presented in 
the x,- - X/- graphs shown in Figure IV-2U. 
I t i s not surprising tha t the p la te with an aspect r a t i o 
> 2.3561 and a dp = 0.05 has a pronounced x,- component. Note also 
tha t as dp i s reduced to zero, the behavior of the p la te i s s t i l l 
coupled, and deflects with increasing X/- component as the loading 
progresses. Furthermore, in the l imit as dp ~* 0 the graphs c lear ly 
indicate tha t a p la te with both d 7* 0 and dp ^ 0 conforms with the 
r e su l t s obtained (see Figure 17-12) for a p la te (with dp. = 0) through 
the algebraic technique. 
M .08 .12 .16 
Figure IV-2^. Effect of Imperfection onx. Versus x, 




The o b j e c t i v e of t h i s r e s e a r c h was t o examine t h e e f f e c t of 
aspec t r a t i o and p r e s c r i b e d i n i t i a l imperfec t ions on t h e modal composi-
t i o n of an e l a s t i c p l a t e subjected: t o compressive l o a d i n g . The a n a l y s i s 
of t h e problem was developed "by d e r i v i n g t h e a s s o c i a t e d t o t a l p o t e n t i a l 
energy f u n c t i o n a l of t h e system. The Hi tz approximation technique was 
t h e n used t o o b t a i n a s e t of nonlintear equa t ions t h a t def ined e q u i l i b -
rium c o n f i g u r a t i o n s . A p e r t u r b a t i o n s o l u t i o n procedure was t h e n adopted 
t o solve t h e s e equa t ions fo r va r i ous aspec t r a t i o s and impe r f ec t i ons . 
In some in s t ances s i n g u l a r i t i e s inheren t t o t h e problem prec luded t h e 
use of t h e p e r t u r b a t i o n method. These o b s t a c l e s were circumvented by 
seeking recourse t o an a l t e r n a t e s o l u t i o n t e c h n i q u e . This c o n s i s t e d of 
an a l g e b r a i c approach i n which t h e equa t ions were reduced t o a manage-
able form by an e l i m i n a t i o n p rocedure . 
The da ta genera ted were p re sen ted iby u s e of a r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
used by Supple [ l l ] . This c o n s i s t s of d e s c r i b i n g t h e modal composi-
t i o n i n terms of two degrees of freedom. In the p r e s e n t work t h e 
corresponding v a r i a b l e s were des igna ted as x and X/- and they 
desc r ibed t h e magnitudes of t h e modal components of t h e t r a n s v e r s e 
d e f l e c t i o n of t h e p l a t e . The r e s u l t i n g curves i n d i c a t e d t h e v a r i a t i o n 
i n modal composit ion dur ing the loading h i s t o r y . 
A p e r f e c t l y f l a t p l a t e sub jec ted t o compressive loads was f i r s t 
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examined. It was found that, for an aspect ratio below a certain transi-
tion value, the natural loading path was an uncoupled mode represented 
by a line coincident with the x axis. A coupled path was found to 
develop by bifurcation from the X/- axis. It was not, however, 
accessible from the natural loading path, 
A similar plate with an aspect ratio greater than the transi-
tion value was then examined, and it was found that its modal behavior 
was the same as the previous case with the roles of the x^ a.nd the x^ 
variables reversed. 
A different plate problem with an imperfection denoted by d, 
resembling the Xj. mode was then analyzed. It was observed that for 
an aspect ratio below a transition value the natural loading path was an 
uncoupled mode coinciding with the x. axis. A coupled mode was also 
observed to be present. It did not form by bifurcation and it was not 
accessible from the natural loading path. 
The plate with the d, present had a different modal behavior 
for an aspect ratio greater than the transition value. A coupled mode 
bifurcating from thenatural loading path (x._ axis for this case) was 
observed to develop. The curve corresponding to this path became 
detached from the natural loading path for large values of d,, however. 
The main purpose of this research was to study plates with both 
imperfections cL and dp (the latter resembling the x> modal shape) 
present in varying degrees. It was determined that under a compressive 
loading, the mpdal composition behavior of the plate depended on changes 
of the aspect ratio when d.. = dp. For a transitional range of values 
of the aspect ratio, the compressed plate changed its modal composition 
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from a predominant3y x^ mode, to one of x^, 
Numerical experiments were also conducted to study plates whose 
imperfection d.. » dp. The results show that for the range of aspect 
ratios studied, the plates initially tended to develop a modal composi-
tion such that the x_ mode (resembling the dn imperfection) was 
y 1 
dominant. Computations were also performed on plates with imperfection 
dp » d.,. During the initial stages of loading, the plates developed a 
modal composition with a pronounced x> component (resembling the dp 
imperfection). As loading was increased, the aspect ratio considera-
tions controlled the modal composition "behavior, i.e., for high aspect 
ratios the X/- component "became larger, while for low aspect ratios 
the x^ component "became dominant. 
Similar experiments were also conducted "by holding the aspect 
ratio fixed and changing the imperfections. The results of these experi-
ments indicate that plates will initially deflect with a pronounced X/-
component if d0 » dn, and deflect in a dominant x._ component if d ± • 5 
d i > : > <kt,:
 : 
A general conclusion reached therefore was: the relative ]nagni-
tude of imperfections present controls the modal composition of plates 
during the early stages of loading. Ultimately, as the loading increases, 
the plates with a high aspect ratio will tend to develop a modal com-
position that has a more pronounced x,- component. It was shown that 
plates with a low aspect ratio will exhibit a modal composition that. 
has a larger x,_ component. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EECOMMEKDATIONS FOR FUTURE EESEAECH 
The modal coupling behavior of elastic rectangular plates 
possessing a prescribed imperfection and various aspect ratios were 
studied. A more thorough understanding of this behavior would he 
attained through extensions of the present work. Recommendations for 
future research in this field are suggested in the itemized discussion 
as follows; 
1. The boundary conditions of the problem studied were simply 
supported. This is not a prevalant condition for such structures. A 
more realistic model could be envisioned if one is to allow some form 
of constraint at the boundaries. These changes would appreciably alter 
the modal behavior, and may elucidate the behavior further. 
2. Changing the boundary conditions would also necessitate 
changes in the displacement functions selected. While it is true that 
an approximate solution can be obtained by the use of six displacement 
functions, it is strongly recommended that more functions be included to 
allow, more degrees of freedom. A perturbation method similar to the one 
used in this research would be recommended, especially if a great number 
of degrees of freedom are allowed for the system. The unknowns are 
calculated simultaneously by this method, and, generally, it is eas ily 
adaptable for the computer, 
7̂  
3. The problem of selection of the deflection functions is 
further compounded "by the nature of the prescribed imperfections. When 
displacements of more degrees of freedom, as noted in item 2 above, are 
considered, then additional corresponding/ imperfection modes shouli also 
be included. 
k. It would be interesting to set up an experimental program 
to test various specimens to verify the results of this research. 
Special attention should be directed towards developing controlled con-
ditions which makes it possible to observe the effect of changes in 
boundary conditions during tests. 
5. In the research that was conducted it was discovered that 
there sometimes was no access from the natural loading path to other 
stable branches. It would be of interest to investigate the possibility 
of a dynamic transverse disturbance causing the structure to jump from 
the equilibrium branch associated with the natural loading path to a 
branch which is, under static conditions, inaccessible. 
6. Plates having a variable thickness, having an anisotropy, 
or even subjected to temperature gradients could also be investigated. 
The extent to which these changes would effect the modal coupling 
behavior would be of practical interest. 
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APPENDIX A 
TOTAL POTENTIAL ENERGY 
From Chapter I I I the t o t a l po ten t i a l energy II can be expressed 
in the form 
a pb 2 2 
H = f J E V («° + *° +2 v€°e° + ± (1-V)Y2 } cbtfy (A-l) 
•ia -b 2( l -v 2 ) L x y x y 2 ^ ' xyJ 
+ n § «3•p 2 - 2d-v) [3 3 - &)
2]} *? * 
, ox oy ox oy oxoy 
••a • •D 
Using nondimensionalization parameters defined by 
x y z w u v / A 0x 
X = h V y a ' Z = h ' W = h ' U = T1 > V = T1 ( A - 2 ) 
p1 p1 r 2 2 2^ 
n = J- {e° + e° + 2 ve°6° + DO Y° \ dxdy (A-3) 
2 
V r r ^ i L 5f™ + A 2^1 w-t-SL 5j£ 2JB: 
+ \ l l -1 ^ ^ . ' a 2 . ' # : " ^ W ox2 oy2 
— 2 " .(& I^).]}dx*r 




D l = 2 
2(1-v2) 
B2 - i ( l - v ) 
D / |> ^L_ (A-4) 
3 2 24(l-v2) 
D ̂ = 2 (1-v) 
2a. - £ 
D x •""• 1 2 
Expressing the s t ra ins € , e and Y thro-ugh the displacement 
functions as defined in Chapter I I 
u = a.X. 
v = "b^i -My 
y.. = ci^i 
.w = d.0. 
o i r i 
(A-5) 
© %,,+ H© (-i * «XJ2 -11®-iO 
(1) a.X. + i L ( 2 c . d . + c . c . k 0. \V i i ,x 2 b2 A i j i j / ^ i , x >o,x 
(1U (2 c.d. + c .c .) a x 0. 0. \ , 3' A i i i J' m m,x r i , x j , x 
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e° = 2£ + 
*y dy dy 
(A-8) 
3. 
€°2 -4*.*-*. *. + ] 3 ¥ 
y 2 l o i , y 0 ,y 0 2 
(A-9) 
a 
+ r T 2 c i . + . c . c . ) ( 2 c d + c c ) 0 . 0 . Of 0 H 4. \ . i a : i o / N m n m n/ r i , y r j , y r m , y r n , 
. • • » • • 
y 
2 2 
- % ^ b . Y . + • % • (2 c . d . ' + c . c . ) "b Y 0 . 0 . 
a 2 1 i , y a 3 \ 1 J 1 3 / m m , r i / . J , y 
.W •^ ' (2 c . d . + c . c . ) 0 . flf. 
> V i - j - . 1 3 / -*i,y yo,;y 
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; ° i ° = ( £ ) a.b.X- V. - ( & ) a.x. x y \ab/ 1 1*1,x j , y \ ab / l l , x 
(A-10) 
.+ J£ - — - ( 2 c.d. + c.c.) a x $. 4-
2f2^ \ 1 j i j / m^myxri^j, y 
2 
+ ~ r ( 2 c . d . + c . c . ) l ) ¥ 1 <jf. 
2ab \ 10 1 y m m / i , x j , x 
2 
- ^ ( 2 c.d. + c.c.) 0. 0. 
2 a b2 V 10 1 •]/ ^i.,x
 rz, x 
+ r "Tr* (2 c.d. + c.c Y2 c.d + c c ) 4. 4. $ </> 
^=(D|^t>!lEk^!|r(%^ >-) 
, dw :, ow n o h o 
b ox a oy 
'"-v P 
= C-IL) a v. + (J-Y^Y;. + !L ( 2 d.c. + c.c.) Of. 0. 
\ a / iAi,y \ b / i i ,x ab \ i j i . J / 7 W ) y . 
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Y°2= ( f ) a.a.X. X. , + ( 4 ) ^ ^ ^ - *• Txy \ a 2 / l o \ r t 5 y ^ 2 / i 3 i , x j , x 
(A-12) 
h 
+ ( o1 njfa d . c . '+ c . c . j[2 d c + c c J l 0 . 0 0 \ a 2 b 2 / \ 1 1 1 j / \ m n m n / % / j / m / n , ; 
2 2 
+ ( ^ - ) a . b x . * + ( ^ - ) ( 2 d.c. + . c . c . ) a x <f. J. 
2 
+ Y ÎJii V 2 d + c.c.) b ^ <t. J . 
\ a b 2 7 \ 1 j i j / m m j x T i / o j y 
d y d wl _ ' f l 
'dx By b 
h d w _h_ d wT 
, 2 a 2 2 . 2J 
ox a oy 
(A-13) 
^ 2 i ^ i , x x a 2 f i ) y y l 
h' ii 
= ^h c i c / i ,xx^,xx + T c±cr±,yrd> yy 
<g|>) c i c / i , ^ , + r-ii yy 
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g | *f| . (î _)V= {-I *%\ tz. (A *kf] {k.lk) 
ox oy dxdy D dx a dy ah dxdy 
2 2 
a - J L - c d c .d . f-^rr) C .C.0 . 0. 
^ 2 ^ i , x x / j , y y \%2' i A ^ J , 
xy 
Substitution of (A-̂ -) to (A-l^-) into (A-3) gives the to ta l potential 
II in terms of the generalized displacements. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE RITZ PROCEDURE 
To find the equilibrium state, we extremize II through the; Ritz 
procedure by taking partials with respect to a., b. and c. as follows. 
. J - tlm -L 
• r 
f- = 0 (B.!) 
r 
dn 
le sr = 0 
an - x 1 
5 T " 5 \ j j t:«£.,+ «y .+ . . . } a*ajr. (B-2) 
- l - l 
= i r-&{*f+&(€+-•}*« 
. 1 - 1 
where e , e , ... are derived in Appendix A. 
, . 2N 3 i
0 f " 
o ( -o y _ 2 -o _ x 
da \ x / x ' da 
r r 
= 2 e° -. J- [(1) a.X. + | ' 4 (
2 °-4- + c - c ) *• •*• 1 
x oa LW 1 i,x 2 , 2 \ i j I y r i , j~j ,x J 
= ( f ) ^ ' ^ X i j X = ( f ) e - ° 6 i r x i ) X = ( f ) e - °x r > x 
= © [ © Vi;, + j J ( f e ^ + 0 l « g ^ A x ] x r j : 




Since e is not a function of a . 
>(S° e°) 
\ x y / 
de rO 
jZ— = e u' *• 
-o x -^—^»-~~ = fi~ fJ 4 . g"** I**- •—; g I . J , I ft V 
da x da y oa~ y W i r i , x 
(B-5) 
= rt) b v x . (fa) x 
W i i . y V , * Aab / x r , : 
2 
+ - % - (2 c . d . + c . c . ) 4 . f. X 
2 ^ ^ 1 0 i j / r i , r j , y r , x 
^ > _ \ 2 _'""•• dy /TI \ ^a* /PTI\ 
S a l V x y / = 2 Yxy ~Sa^ = 2 Yxy w ' S a T X r , y = A T / Yxy X r , y (B-6) 
, - t t a ; x \ x ; + (^ b ^ ; , x 
o 2 1 ^ i , y ^r^y \ ab / 1 i , x r , a 
y 
~ - (2 c . d . + c . c . ) 0 . # . x 
^ \ I J 1 j / ^ x ^ y r , y 
r ^ 2 - \2- ,^2- s2, dr (S + 5̂)2 - 2 ^ [ ~i ~i - \~T]= ° 
r dx dy dx dy dxdy 
(B-7) 
Since w and its derivatives are not functions of a . 
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3b^(*x) = 0 (B-8) 
^ • ^ : 2 V 0 ^ - ^ ® ' r , y (B-9) 
2 
+ (̂ (2 V, * ̂ ) ^ A , 
-?:ffl^VV^;^ .OWO). 
U ^ 1 , ^ \* ( ^ ) ( 2 o ^ > Cle.) ^ d > x T 
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i; (%£ = 2V • S f = 2 v ® *r,x <B-n) 
= YSf)a.x. f + @§)*.1. T 
\ ab / 1 i , y r , x V>2 ' ^ i » x r>x 
^'ab ^ C± J" °iV ^,x j,y r,x 
4- {(S + fS)2 - ̂ ) [ S S - (gr)2]} - o (B-) 
r ox oj dx oy dxdy 
. / x2 oe° 
s r W =25x- i r (B-13) 
r • r 
= (rf)(h+ ^ ¥iiM,x 
+ (^X2 ^ + VjX^p+ cp) ^ j , A , A t x 
a / ON2 de"° 
5 - 6 = 2 6° • r ^ (B-
oc r \ y/ y a c r . 
2 
= 2 e° (-£-) (26. d.•••+ c .6 . + c .6 . ) 0. 0. 
y >2a2/ \ i r j i j r j i r /
 r i , r j , y 
a 3 \ 1 • 1 / J J , y ^ i , y
r r , y a 3 \ 1 1 /
 ri9yr9y 
+ (nr) ( 2 c d . + c . c . Y d ' + c V 0 0- 0-
V V \ 1 j 1 j / \ p p / ^ P , y r r , y r i , y r j , y 
oc \ x y/ x Oc y oc 
r r ° r 
2 
=-3S-(d.-+ c.) a.x. J. <f 
&2^ \ 1 1 / 1 j ^ i ^ y ^ y 
+ ^ ~ | - ^ feed. + c . c . Y d + c ')<2f 0 0. G*. 
2 ^ 2 A i j i j A p P ^ P , y r r , y r i 5 x ^ j , 
2 
a b 2 \ 1 1 / l j / i j / r j X 
' i.. 
2 ^ 2 \ C i j C i C j A p C p / ^ P , x r r , x f i , y ^ , y 
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- — Y° = 2Y 
° c „ xy 
by. 
-o ; __xy_ 
xy dc 
(B-16) 
f f {(2*i + c i )^, / i ,x^,y + W d , y ^ r , J 
2 
+ ^%-{(2d , + c.) 'b .¥ . 0. $ + c.b.Y 0 0 1 




j l 2 d . c . + c . c . ) f 2 d + c ) 0 0 0 0 . 0 . 
+ (2d . c . + c . c . J c 0 0 0 . 0 1 \ 1 j 1 j / p r p , y ^ r , x ^ i , x ^ , y J 
, 2 - *2 -N -a2w S2w /S2w \ 2Tl 
•Bx2 By2 ' ^ x B f ^ 
(B-17) 
2 2 
U / 1 r i ,xx^r,xx -\ 4 / r i,yy rr,yy 
o 
+ - A - ' ( 2 - D. Vc (V 0 - 0 0 ) 
2,2 \ 4/ i v i,xx rr ,yy i,yy r r ,xx/ 
2 
+ D. (-|iL.) c.0. 0 
xy 
APPENDS C 
APPLICATION OF THE RITZ PROCEDURE 
Evaluating the p a r t i a l s of Appendix B for i , j , p , r = 1, 2 
and se t t ing them equal to zero, i . e . , 
an = an = an = an ,_ an __ an 
5Z^ S i^ 35^ ̂  i= 5 ^ = S ^ ° > 
results in expressions of the form "below. 
^-; 1 1 { ( f ^-ljX x1>: 
- i - i 
+ ( ^ ^ + cl°l) ^x>i ,x ^1,: 
+ ( ^ ) a 2 X 2 > x X l j X . . . }dxdy = 0 
where the functions X.? ¥ .y. 0± are defined In Chapter I I . 
AFfcerintegrating,;; and evaluatiiig the resu l t ing qiiant i t i e s , 
s i x nonlinear equations in the unknowns a.,, a_, "b., . . . , c 2 are 
obtained. 
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These /unknowns are then replaced "by -x^, x_3 . , . , x̂-
respectively (for each of identification in the computer) to yield the 
following system of equations. 
a n ;' •.-''.'. j . • 
5ST = 0 : °llxl + °13X3 + *A\*. °15X5 C16X6 (c-l) 
*c155x5 + r o a 6 6 4 = : ° 
% = 0.: c22x2 > c ^ + cgg% ,+. cgjgi^g- = 0 (C-2) 
1 : = 0 : °31X1 + C33X3 + :°3f5 + °355X5 = Q (C"3) >X3 
5 ^ - 0: c ^ + c ^ + c^Xg + 0 ^ = 0 (C-4) 
J £ - = 0 : o ^ + c ^ + c53»3- + i * ^ . + c ^ + c^Xg (C-5) 
+ C
515
X1X5 + G526X2X6 + 'W^ + °556X5X6 + c555x5 
+ ^ " I + ^ 5 5 6 ^ + ' c 5 5 5 5 a f : + ' ; , * ^ 0 = ° 
2L = 0: o 6 l X l + %fz + c g ^ + o6 5x5 + |,o55Mx6 •+ CggXg (C-6) 
6 




+ C6556X5X6 + c 6 5 5
x 5 + °66^ + =6666*6 + ^ 6 0 = ° 
•where the c. . , c . „ and c. ., . are the known quan t i t i e s , which 
i j iok xflfr 
depend upon the physical propert ies of the p l a t e . 
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• APPENDIX. D 
DERIVATION OF THE EERTIIKBATION TECHNIQUE 
The unknowns x . , t he c o e f f i c i e n t s of t h e displacement func t ions , 
a r e expressed i n powers of t h e p e r t u r b a t i o n parameter e , i . e . , 
5 •'.' • ' 
*i = I Xnk ^ 1 = 1 > 2 > •"• > 6 ^"^ 
k=o 
where e = p, - |j, . This form of x. is then substituted into the six ° 1
nonlinear Equations (C-l)to(C-6)of Appendix C, and rearranged to yield 
equations of the form, 
5 ' ;. 
I a,k
 gk = 0, ..,: 0 = 1,2, ... , 6 . 
jk 
k=o 
Setting (X. = 0 will then give six linear equations, one for 
IK 
dH S 
each of t h e r e l a t i o n s T — = 0 . As an example, t h e c o e f f i c i e n t of eu 
i n equa t ion g— i s ( j = 2 , k = 3 ) . 
2 
a 2 3 = °22x23 + c 2 5
x 5 3 + C26x63 (D-2) 
+ °256 l
x53X60 + x 5 2
x 6 l + X51
X62 + V%3J = ° ) = 
Assembling all such equations in a matrix of the form 
results in elements of the matrix A, listed below 
11 cll 
A12 = ° 
A13 ~ °13 
klk = clh 
A l 5
 = (c15 + 2c155't50) 
Al£ = (cl£ + ••2<bi563fe))' 
A 2 1 = 0 
A = o 
22 22 
*23"° 
A^ = 0. 
A 2 5
 = (c25 + ^W1 
A26 = (c26 + ^ ^ 
A = e 
31 °31 
A 3 2 = 0 
A 3 3 = c 3 3 
A3h = 0 
A35 = (c35 + 2%5&o\ 
A 3 6 = 0 
\l = %l 
V = 0 
\ 3 = ° 
Akh = °1A 
A 4 5 = 0 
Ai*6 = ^k6 * ^ W 
A 5 1 = ( c 51 + °515V 
A 5 2 = ( c 5 2 •+ o 5 2 6 X g 0 ) 
A53 = (°53 + °535X50) 
V = 0 
A55 = (c55 + V55M + =515*10 + =535*30 + c556
x60 
+ >555X50 > c5566








x6o + 2 c 5 5 6 6
x 6 o V 
A6l " (°6i + c6l6x60> 
A62 - (c62 + c625
x50) 
A 6 3 = 0 " 










A66 = (°66 + V66M + C616X10 + c646x4o + %^0 
* c6556xfo + 2e666x60 + 3 c 6 6 6 e 4 ) 
Some of the column matrices B ^ are as l is ted below. 
B u - o 
B21 = ° 
B 3 1 = ° : • • , : ; 
V;-o; : 
B51 S=\"'C55MX50.:"' °50 




B22 = " Q256*51^1, 
_ -2 
B32 " " °355X51 
B^2 = " cii663[6l 
B52 = " C55MX51 " C515XHX51 " c526x21x6l " c535x3lX5l 
2 2 2 
" " c 5 6 6 x 5 l x 6 l " c555X5l " C566x6l " c5566x6lx50 
2 
" c5566x60x6lx51 " 3c5555X50x51 
%2 *'." ^ M ^ l " c 6 l 6 x l l x 6 l ' " C625X21X51 " %k6*klx6l 
2 . 
" ^ ^ l ^ l " C6556X51X60 ' 2c6556x50x51X6l 
2 2 .-• ' 2 
" c655X5l " c666x6l " 3c6666x60x6a 
Similarly for B _, B . . , B. i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 
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; APPEEDUC E . 
A DIRECT AIGEBRAIG METHOD OF SOLUTION 
Equat ions (C-1) t o (C-^) i n Appendix C can be w r i t t e n as 
°UL*1




where the G. are functions of x and X/. defined by 
G l = " ^ + °^X6 + c155x5 *:e3£&4y ( E _ 5 ) 
°22X2 = G2 
°31xl + C33X3 = G 3 
%& + 'WV m \ 
G2 " " ^ + °26x6 + - ^ 5 6 ^ 
.2 
G3 = - (c35*> + ^ ( E ' 7 ) 
G^ = - ^ V * 0 ^ (E-8) 
Solving Equations (E-l) t o (E-^) in terms of G. yie lds 
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^ Glc^cw - G y lh - G^c^ ^ y 
where k_ i s the resu l t ing determinant. 
Also observing tha t G,, G» and G~ are functions of x 
and x,- Equation (E-9) could he expressed as 
x x = k 2 x 5 + k 3 x | + k ^ (E-10) 
where the kpV k- and ki are the resul t ing quant i t ies which are 
functions of c. . , » • Similarly 
*2 = k 5
x 6 + k 6 x 5
x 6 ^ " ^ 
*3 = V5 + k8X5 + V l (E_:2) 
XU " k M x 5 + k U x 5 + k J 2 k 6 ( E - 1 3 ) 
Subst i tut ing these values of x , , . 0 . , x« into Equation (C-5) and 
(C-6) of Appendix C r e su l t s in , 
^c50 + ^ 5 5 ^ 5 + k13x5 + k l ^ + ? t l 5 * 5 a 6 " ' + ' ^ - ' ( E " l i + ) 
;+ knrJX? + k^0x^x? + k _ x ? = 0 : i r % k18x5x6 + k 1 9 X 5 
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a n d .• 
k2ix6 + ^ c 6 6 ^ + k 2 2 5 % + k23x5x6 + k 2 ^ = ° ( E " 1 5 ) 
respect ively. 
Equations(E-Ii) and (E-15) are then rearranged to solve for 
x, in terms of x_ as explained in Chapter I I I . 
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APPENDIX F 
THE EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS 
The governing equation of the-plate in Figure F-1 is 
Z » W M 
Figure F-1. Plate Under Biaxial Loading 
Vy;-;f{>. £z + H &+ar_.-2-K 
X - - 2 ?. 3y2 ^ S x d y dxc ] (F-i) 
(Note that the plate above has the same "boundary condition as the one in 
Figure i.I-2), where N and N are Uniformly distributed forces, and 
N = 0 . For the problem analyzed N . N could "be written as 
xy y x 
K = - N , N = x - VN , (F--2) 
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which are the consequences of the pre'buckling plane stress solution for 
the geometric "boundary condition problem. Hence Equation (F-l) reduces 
to 
D 7 ^ + x ( v ^ + ^ ) =0 (F-3) 
A 3x^ By2/ 
The deflection function of the form 
w = c sin•—^ sin =2£ n m = 1,2,3 ... (F-k) nm mn b a ' ' ' ' v 
satisfies the simple-supported boundary conditions. Substituting 
into Equation (F-3) and simplifying, results in 
2 
"v(4+4) -••(\4+4)-* <>-5) 
D a b a 
which i s a necessary condition for a non t r iv ia l solut ion. 
Rearranging gives 
•" 2 2 2 ^ 
• . 2 _ - / n , m > 
•TT D.i r g + , - 2 
> b a v 
/ 2 *\ 
/ i±_ + ;iiL.\ 
•1 . -2 2J 
nm  2 
b a 
N w i l l a t t a i n i t s smallest value when n = 1* . To prove t h i s . nm 
rewrite Equation (F-6) as 
2 2 
/H . m \ 2 > o -K o\^ 
nm \b a / \b a 
"T> /%1 n^ .A nT\ . / a 2 .. b 2\ 
Q 
Define the aspect as r = — > • and H as 
b . n 
H = N n nm 
for n = 1 
2x2 
1 >(vr+|) 
for n = q > 1 q = 2,3>l»-> . . . 
2 2 
Wig, 
r (vrq 2 + jQ 
(F-7) 
,' 2, ( m 2 + ^ ) 
W x ( v r n 2 + 4 ' 
IL = ^ r / „ (F-9) 
V / • ̂  2, (F":1°) 
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H_ - IL. = v r ^ - q 2 ) + vm^(l-q2)+ a2r2(<l*-i) + 2mi+(q2-l) (F- l l ) 
q "1 
= v r ^ ^ (F-32) 
H - H- > 0 since q i s an integer > 1 and v £ .5 
This implies tha t the smallest N is ' associated with a deflected 
nm: 
shape tha t has the form of a hal f -s ine wave in a d i rec t ion perpendicular 
to the applied loading. 
To find the r at which' N... == N ^ , use of Equation (F-8) 
leads t o the condition 
(r + if (r af. 
(*,•§). (vr.l) 
Solving the above yie lds r = 2.3561 (see Figure IV-1). Equation (F-8) 
can also be used t o find tha t the r for which N... = N..~ i s r = 3.129. 
Similarly the r for which N.L = N ^ i s r = 3 . 9 ^ . (See Figure IV-1). 
To find the c r i t i c a l s t r a i n |i , we proceed as follows: 
cr . 
The stress-strain relations are 
= |(v--y) P-W e x E \ x y. 
Before and at "buckling e = 0 . This implies cr = vcr 
X X if 
Subst i tut ing in Equation (F-15) 
From Equation (F-8) 
2 , 9 
\n t l i L A Ncr = ~2~ •'• ~7~~V = ~ k ( r ) 
- h .. A,- a. m^ \y 
Therefore, 
ink 
e = i (a - v a ) (F-15) 
• y E \ y x / . , ' ^ y 
e
v = ^ = f (i-^-slC
1-"2) < ^ 
/ 2 \ 2 
2.2. ( r + ~ j 2,2 
"cr^-T-^r- 2*(P) (F"17) 
12b r ( v r + . J O ^ 
For the dimensions of Figure I I - 2 , the s t r a i n n w i l l he 
l* = ^ k ( r ) (r-18) 
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APPENDIX • G. 
FURTHER ANAEfO?ICAL AHffiHmTIVES 
An a l te rna te approach to "the procedure used in t h i s thesiis would 
"be to express the in-plane displacements u and v in terms of the 
transverse displacement w. This would, of course, r e su l t in a 
p a r t i a l d i f f e r en t i a l equation in w. 
The governing equations of the p la te are 
V 
x + - ^ F = 0 (G-l) dx dy 
3U 9u 
" ^ ^ = 0 (G-2) 
>2 
7 w DL x d x 2 By2 xy 3 ^ J 
where 
* • = E h 
x 1-v2 A x y (
S  + v e v) {G~h) 
206 
v-5* (v+%) (G-5) 
Vl^TV ^ 
Using the values of the s t ra ins e , e and Y from 
. ' x y xy 
Equations (II-1) ( I I -2) and ( I I -3) , in Equations (G-l) and (G-2) r e su l t s in 
k i ^f + k2 *% + S — = f M (G"7) 
1 dx2 2 By2 3 dxdy 
k 
d2v . , d2v . ,"'.a2-
+ . k 1
2 - f + k , — = g W (G-8) 
2 dx2 1 d y e /••• 3 dx&y 
respect ively , where f(w) and g(w) are functions of w and i t s 
der iva t ives , and 
k, = - % , k P > - ^ ~ i K = v • ' + kp, 
1 1-v2 2 2(l+v) 3 V 
Letting 
v=i v=t> . < * * > 
V-S v=§7 - M ) 
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(note that - 3 ^ = - ^ and ^ - = ^ 0 ) 
Equations (G-7 ) and (G-8) can be wri t ten 
**i Mn fc> 
as 
k l I F + k2 W
 + k3 V = f W ^ - ^ 
d P 2 d<^2
 a P T 
k2 1 7 + *i V + k3 ~ = g(w) <G-^) 
lince k . ^ 0 . k ± 0 we have 
^ + > S + i ' i : . £fel 
3x 1^ fly k1 1 7 v 
(G-13) 
IF + k2 - ^
 + ^ 1 7 = ^ (G-Ht) 
3 Q l + o
 3 P 1 
^ - . + 0 - - g - = 0 ( G . 1 5 ) 
SQg 33? • 
"5F + 0 " 1 ^ = 0 •;,•:. (G-16) 













- 1 0 0 0 









The system of Equations (G-17) -will "be uncoupled i f the square 







k l 0 0 r ^ 
Let M = 
- 1 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 
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The eigenvalues t. of matrix M can be obtained by setting 
|M - tl I = 0 , which results in 
whose roots are 
,k^ k„ k 
K , kn k^ Ll Ai ~2 
(G-18) 
+. - A • >;M ̂  -*r V 2 
+ -h -A-* V V 2 
+ = - \ +H-» 
*3 i 
j-h 





= (V_!| A) 
V kf k« 
1 " 1 "2 
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The corresponding eigenvectors W., are determined "by solving 
•• I K 
(lti*i1f):"*i';-.'e 
As an example, the vector K-j- can te"fowid "by solving the following 
system of equations 
k k 
- * 1 , ^ . + ^ B 3 2 + ^ " 1 3 + 0 " 0 
k ; ••' k V - •• 
kf^ll" V l 2 / + 0 + k | ' > ^ ° 
- O D ^ + 0 - t ^ + 0 = 0 
0 - 0 ) ^ + 0 +t1iDlh = 0 
(G-20) 
•which r e su l t s in 









• 1 1 3 ' • 
-&[•£•& m '13 
(1) 
13 
C (fclV - & 4 
I l l 
S i m i l a r l y Wov, Wov and W.. can "be solved t o y i e l d t h e m a t r i x R 2k' 3k 
def ined by 
R = 
4 • • 4 
Wn. W01 .W„ W,. Ik 2k 3k 4k (G-21) 
I f t h e four e igenvec to r s W., a r e l i n e a r l y independent t h e n 
Det . R ^ 0 . consequent ly , t h e ma t r i x M can he d i agona l i zed "by the 
ope ra t i on R""M R r e s u l t i n g i n a ma t r ix D LiS, I . This i s a m a t r i x 
whose d iagona l elements a re t h e e igenvalues of M, i . e . , 
R" 1 MR = D = 
tx o o o 
0 t 0 0 0 
0 0 t 0 
0 0 0 t i 
(G-22) 
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- 1 Premultiplying Equation (G-l?) "by R re su l t s in 
p i 







+ J- R"-̂  
°y 
v 












- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
Postmultiplying M above by R R w i l l make R MRR - DR 






















Equation (G-25) can be solved for P , :P_, Q' and Q' "by the 
method of characteristics [19], where the independent variables 
x and y are first transformed through the relation 
r.= ax + y 
s s= ax 
where a is a function of k. . Using the Equation (G-2^) the 
unknowns P-,* -Pp* .-Q1
 a r4 Qp are then obtained in terms of 
f(w(r;s).).:•• and g(w(r,s)). The resulting expressions are integrated and 
evaluated so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. This leads to 
expressions in u and v as functions of w and its derivatives. 
l l l j -
The displacements u and v may a l s o be e l i m i n a t e d from 
Equat ions (G-l) and (G-2) through an o p e r a t i o n a l p rocedure . This 
d d . . . . 
c o n s i s t s of de f in ing 5— = D and K— - . D and r e w r i t i n g Equat ion 
(G-7) and (G-8) as 
(k iDx + Vy)* + VxV = f W (G"26) 
k 3 D xV + (k2Dx + k l D y ) V = s ( w ) (G"27) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The unknown func t ion u can be e l i m i n a t e d by ope ra t i ng 
on Equat ion (G-26) "with t h e ope ra to r k^D D , and o p e r a t i n g on Equat ion 
/ 2 2 \ 
(G-27) w i t h t h e ope ra to r (k_D + k D j , and s u b t r a c t i n g , we o b t a i n 
|"k2D2D2 - (k.D2"••+ k 0 D
2 ) (k 0 D
2 + k . D 2 ) l v (G-28) 
L 3 x y \ 1 x • 2 y / \ 2 x 1 y / J . . 
= k0D D f (w) - (k -D
2 + k 0 D
2 ) g(w) 
3 x y v •' \ .1.x 2 y / 
which can be reduced t o 
k >
 d 7 + f k 2 1 ir2V ^ v -f- I- ir d v 1r2 B y / r . P Q \ 
k i k 2 ^ Kh : V ^ ;
 k ^V* s^ay2 ((,29) 
= + k faM + k £sM _ k tUs) 
&Z -.2 K l -, 2 *3 *_» 
oy ox oxoy 
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Likewise v could be eliminated to obtain 
tt^K^^tti?-?^ <«»» 
- k *
2 f W + ir a2f&) v a2gfr) 
" 2 T~2~~~ 1 ~ 2 " *3 T ~ ~ dx dy J dxdy 
A close scrutiny of Equations (G-29) and (G-30) reveals that 
they are of the biharmonic form, i.e.., they can be expressed as 
k ^ v v = <*(w) (G-31) 
k ^ v u = g(w) (G-32) 
where <y(w) and p(w) are functions of the derivatives of w. The 
Equations (G-31) and (G-32) cannot however be used to eliminate the 
u and the v quantities from Equation (G-3)V because, the latter 
is not biharmonic in u and v. An attempt to eliminate u and v 
from Equation (G-3) by expressing u and v in series form such as 
Equations .(II-12) and (11-13) will be unsuccessful because Equation 
(G-3) is nonlinear in ~ and ~-. • 
v dx ^y 
It may be noted that a perturbation method may be applied 
directly to the partial differential Equations (G-l), (G-2) and (G-3). 
This would lead to a system of linear ordinary differential equations 
U£ 
•which could, at least in theory, "be solved successively. That is, the 
solution from the first set of linear equations could be used to solve 
the second set, etc. In practice this approach cannot be used as the 
basis for the development of a sound solution procedure because the 
solutions to the individual sets of equations are difficult to obtain. 
If approximation techniques are used to develop solutions, the advantage 
of the linearization process will be largely lost. 
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